Cranial Adjustments and Alignment

Seaton's SOULution™

Experience many self
self--adjustment and alignment techniques that can massively
improve one’s brain function, bodily comfort, conscious experience, and facial
structure.

 A minor head and neck ad-

 We will experience alignment and adjustment techniques to increase oxygen, blood, and nerve supply

 Cerebrospinal fluid is

to the brain and body.

justment can make all the difference in the world
pumped by properly functioning
sutures in the skull 10-14 times a
minute and is critical for nerve
supply, organ/tissue function, and
overall well being. Many individuals sutures are heavily calcified
and will be able to function
properly after several changes
We will be taking before and
after pictures do demonstrate
and celebrate the effectiveness of our works!!!

I.

The techniques we will experience are a uniquely self-developed system through combining many
forms of acupressure, massage, cranial sacral therapies, and studies of anatomy.

II.

Thoughts and feelings are generated by chemicals and bio electricity centered in the brain. Through
the techniques, experiences, and adjustments I have taught myself and now will teach a fully harmonized brain and consciousness is possible, practical and likely.

III. Cranial adjustments and alignment class will include a VAST amount of information and hands-on
experience. I have invested weeks in studying and optimizing my own physiology.
IV. Most humans have cultivated only fractions of our full brain power and activity. We will be tapping into
our super-genius.
V.

We will be balancing right/left brain and cultivating the science of Enthusiasm—understanding and
embodying the physiology of the brain chemistry and frequency that creates enthusiasm!

Seaton's SOULution™

 90% of American Women currently have emotional trauma according to Trivedi Master Wellness™. I
believe inharmonious emotions and thoughts can be entirely neutralized through proper cranial function and freedom. Shatter mental density through physiological self-attunement.

1734 Skinner Road
Houston, TX 77093
Phone:512-636-5002
Email: seatoncc@gmail.com

 WHERE: The Pharmm 1734 Skinner Rd. Houston, TX 77093
 WHEN: September 20. 2012. 2:00pm– 6:00pm
 Bring a snack, water, and $44 tuition.. Expect to be able to enjoy conversation with Seaton and classmates after course

